
Boréale
A clean and minimalist visual

The Alliance between design and acoustics

BOX From the Phone box to the XXL size, 
you will find the one that suits you



To divide or transform your office space, 
Create a new workspace …

Our partitions are the answer for all your expectations
With modularity and acoustics.

From the most design to the better functional,
The modular partition is available in a large range of styles

Let’s discover them !

Alban, Anaïs, Baptiste, Céline, Cyprien, Didier A, Didier L, 
Dominique, Dylène, François F, François H, Frédéric,

Greg, Jérémy, Jérôme, Julie, Laure, Laurent,
Luc, Magali, Marc, Marianne, Martial, Mathieu,

Philippe, Romain, Ryan, Samantha, Sandrine,
Sébastien, Stéphane, Steven, Sylvie, William, Yann

The MECANALU Team
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4 Production unities

- to laminate PVc or steel sheets on to plasterboards 
and chipboards, 

- To product and machine aluminum profiles, 
- to manufacture doorframes and doors,

- to design and manufacture evidence Box

35 peoples
to pay attention to your needs, to support 
you and your projects.

A 300 sqm 
permanent SHOWROOM 
close to Paris

25 000 sqm
partitions on stock

Our team designs and manufactures all 
the elements of your office partitions.

Our ambition is to support you at every step 
of your space management project.

Listening to your needs, we will know how to 
support your aesthetic, technical and 

acoustic choices.

We are proud to do the job since 20 years ago 
all over France and Europe.
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No need to go to the High North 

to discover a  Boréale !

Boréale
A refined design
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reated in-house by our teams with a strong desire of new esthetic, 
the Boreale partition is characterized by its clean and smart lines. 

This partition allows space management with no visual 
disjunction for unique projects.

C

Acoustic and design

The AlliAnce beTween 
design And AcousTics

A simple glass with fine joints until 
16 mm Silence allows the Boreale 
partition to realize high acoustics 
performances.

A curved glAss wAll 
All over The door

The Boreale frame innovative 
system minimizes the entire 
structure.
All the framed aluminum doors 
and hinged wooden doors are 
compatible with this doorframe.
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« Enhance your space management »

“

”
Boréale

The Boreale partition gives a clean design to your space 
management.

Thanks to its thinness and its innovative design, the 
Boreale underscores transparency and brightness.
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Boréale

TYPE
Transparent modular partition, simple centered panel and thinner 
frame with a 48mm total thickness (possible in industrial glass style)

Framework   

Smooth high monobloc,
Smooth low, departures walls and intermediate posts with invisible 
clipped joint covers,
Glazing junction and cladding by an edge-to-edge system,
Self-locking reversible doorframes (mounting without posts) equipped 
with: 
-adjustable in height hinges, 
-isophonic joint (EPDM),
- anodized aluminum strike plates 
Options: for industrial style the adjunction of an intermediate
Column

GLASS
Tempered glass, from 10mm to 16mm
Options: acoustic glass

Solid Panels
Options: from 12mm to 16 mm chipboard, with melaminated 
or steel-faced panels…

DOORS 
Glazed Door leaf, 8mm glazed door thick
Options: 40mm thick laminated wooden door, simple or 
double glazed, framed aluminum door …

          
 
Acoustics
Refer to the data’s given by the glass and panels producers used. 

Doorframe
Self-locking reversible doorframes, 
height 2040mm with glazing fixed 
frame or full height edge to edge

Glass
Glass from 10mm to 88/2 Silence 

(for industrial style the adjunction of  an 
intermediate Column is necessary)

Door Leaf
Tempered glazed door leaf, 40mm wooden 
door, framed aluminum door with simple 
or double glass

Boréale(Tech  ) (DEscro  )
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To answer to the growing demand from our 
architect partners, we decided to create a 
new evolution to our Boreale partition.

Inspired by the industrial or artist’s studio 
style, this Boreale version fulfills its aesthetic 
role and guarantees the acoustic wellness 
for your workplace.

Boréale...

... In industrial glass style

La
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Because the Mecanalu partitions

emerge as... 

Multiple 
CoMbinations

!

“What is now proved was once only imagined »

From William Blake; the Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1794)
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Acoustic and Technicity

he Evidence partition answers to all the issues of office spa-
ce management.

Luminosity transfer, acoustic performances between 
spaces, the demountability and design are the main forces 
of the Evidence wall partition.

T

The successful combinaTion 
beTween panel and glass

The glazed area plays on transparency 
whereas the solid version allows to 

diversify the decoration (melaminated 
panels, whiteboards, plasterboards).

acousTic comforT aT The 
cenTer of our prioriTies

Because your well-being is essential, we 
test our partitions in all configurations 
in order to obtain acoustic certificates in 
laboratory from 40dB Rw to 54 dB Rw.

designed for The users

Beyond its excellent acoustics, the Evidence 
partition is customizable as you want. 

It benefits from the CERFF certificate 
which guarantees  the quality of its 

implementation as well as its demountability.
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In response to our installing technicians or 
architect partners, the Evidence partition range 
offers an aesthetic and technical development.

The glazing panes, the profiles lacquering and the 
panels’ finishes are taylor made.

Combine a strong comeback of this aesthetic demand 
and new acoustic expectations, 

here is a successful bet!

The indusTrial or arTisT’s sTudio sTyle...

In circulation or transverse, 
the industrial version brings a lot of style to 
your environment!
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Dare Colors !
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The Evidence partition expands its range of 
profiles with a new a narrow rail named AIR.

It gives lightness to the frame and refines the 
whole structure.

The integration of LED lighting allows you to 
personalize your layout.

Each project has its own particularity...

Realize your high-rise projects up to 3600mm with 
the reinforced Evidence range.

«Lighten the structure » «Rise up»
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TYPE
Universal modular aluminum partition frame finishes cover-joints or edge-
to-edge, double independent, total 76mm thickness.

Framework   

Smooth high with an invisible adjustable rail for picture hangers
Edge to edge connection or horizontal metal junction and vertical 
joint cover, clipped
Glazing bead in aluminum or PVC, clipped. 
Reversible clipped frame, with hinges adjustable in height and 
isophonic joint (EPDM).

Glass
Simple or double glass, from 6mm to 66.2mm, clear glass, laminated 
glass or tempered glass
Options: centered glass, sandblasted glass, or glass decoration, 
integrated blinds

Panels
13mm standard plasterboard with Mecanalu brand coating.
12mm Melaminated panels edge
Options: 12mm PVC or steel-faced chipboard panels

doors
Wooden doors, 40mm thick, laminated sheets 2 sides.
Options: 8mm glazed door, 40mm framed aluminum glazed door with 
simple or double glass
  
 
Acoustics
Rw (+c) = from 38 dB to 52 dB

Doorframe
2040mm height with a matching or a 
full-height overpanel

Filings Partition
Simple or double glazed from 10mm 
to 66.2
(option : Simple centered glass)

Door Leaf
Glazed door, 40mm thick wooden door, framed 
aluminum glazed door with simple or double 
glass, glazed flush door, wooden flush door, framed        
aluminum flush door, glazed flush door with double 
bonded glass.

(Tech  ) Descro(  )

Insulating Core
45mm mineral wool from Mecanalu brand, density 13kg/m3

Bonding Glass
With adhesive PVC, double side transparent or with a 

polycarbonate profile in “I” 
(for 10mm to 12mm glass, created in 2D or 3D)
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Bend, curve, round up angles“ ”32 Mécanalu 33



You search for a soundless and peaceful place to work ?

Think about the Box ...
An   Evidence,        Of course !
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BOX

vidence Box are the answer to all workspace needs.

They have been designed in order to improve employees’ wellness 
and happiness.

Independent, the Box have their own lightning and connecting 
systems. They are customizable to fulfill your needs and desires.

E

The 2220x1200 Box is perfect for a two 
people clear and free discussion.

In XL size or in XXL Size, Enjoy a 
special space to be creative or 
brainstorm.
Ensure the confidentiality of a 
meeting.

2500 x 2500 Box

3000 x 3000 Box
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Open the door...

 and choose yours !
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Flush Doors

Flushed on both sides of the partition, 
the flush doors ensure the aesthetic of 
the project and its acoustic properties.

Glazed or wooden flush doors offer 
continuity and visual fluidity.

Descro(  ) Flush Doors

Specifications : 

Single or double
73mm thick
Dimensions limits :      Width 1064mm – Height 2200mm
            Width 964mm – Height 2600mm
                                Width 864mm – Height 3000mm
Finishes: double glazed or solid panel
Door handle with oval door rosette, Mecanalu Brand
Hinge assembled on pivot

Acoustics : Rw (+c)  = 33 à 40 dB for the doorway

Options:  Integrated or wall mounted door closer
  Invisible hinge
  Magnetic lock
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GlazeD Doors Descro(  ) GlazeD Doors

The glazed tempered door is characterized 
by its 8mm low thickness.

The framed aluminum glass doors, made in our 
factory, let the light get in while providing privacy.

Double glazed door

With a matching glass overpanelFull-Height door

Specifications : 

Simple or double door
40mm framed aluminum glass door or 8mm thick for the glazed door
Dimensions limits  :       Width 827mm – Height 3500mm
(Framed aluminum)     Width 927mm – Height 3500mm and 2800mm on Simple Glass Version
     
Simple Glass Finish :    6mm to 8mm tempered glass, stadip 33.2 or 44.2                                  
                           Solid :     Melaminated panel, 6mm to 8mm coasted chipboard or 6mm chipboard +   
                            sheet metal 
Double Glass Finish :   6mm to 8mm tempered glass, stadip 33.2                   
                           Solid :    Melaminated panel, 6mm coasted chipboard, 8mm melaminated panel  
            or 6mm chipboard + sheet metal       

Options :  Integrated or wall mounted door closer
   Magnetic lock

Full-Height Glass door
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WooDen Doors

Hinged on square or rounded doorframes, 
wooden doors are perfectly adapted to the 
Evidence partition and the Boreale.

The options of finishes in our range provi-
des a free choice and a time guarantee.

Door integration in a Boreale partition

Descro(  ) WooDen Doors

Standard door with a wooden or 
glazed overpanel

(Same finish as the partition)

Standard door with a matching overpanel
(Same finish as the door)

Tailor-made Full-Height door to fit the 
site dimensions

Caractéristiques : 

Simple or double door
40mm thick laminated door
Finish : laminated, choice of decoration
Standard with a solid or glazed overpanel, matching or hull-height overpanel made to 
measures with the construction site cotes.
Reversible doorframe
Hinges adjustable in height, isophonic joints
Maximum Dimensions : 3000mm x 1230mm (validation in accordance with the project)

Acoustic : Rw (+c) = 32 to 38 dB

Double wooden door
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Descro(  ) sliDinG Doors

Wooden retractable sliding door Aluminum Frame Retractable 
sliding door

Tempered Glass retractable sliding door

Specifications : 

 Simple or double door
In wood or tempered glass with aluminum frame, simple or double glass
Dimensions limits: contact us
Finish : wall-mounted sliding door or retractable sliding door 
              (integrated in the partition)

Double Wooden retractable sliding door 

sliDinG Doors

Sliding doors save space and ensure smoother flow 
in your workspaces.

They can be installed wall-mounted 
sliding or on full access sliding 

(integrated in the partition).
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www.alternativ.be
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Draw

Write

Blackout

Isolate 

Separate

Innovate

Finishes or options, 
Let’s choose  !
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Whiteboards

Our whiteboard panels integrate 
into the partition and allow an edge-
to-edge or under-covers finish. 

The panels can be magnetic to hang 
documents with a Mecanalu exclusive 
hanging system, integrated at our 
production site.

The Whiteboards are available in 3 different options :
- glazed, choices of lacquering,
- white laminated on chipboard
- white vinyl on standard plasterboard 

Descro(  ) Whiteboards

Glazed Whiteboard 

Height : up to 2750mm
Width : 1200mm
Thickness : 8mm
Finishes : choice of lacquered glass
Magnetic panels 

Laminated Whiteboard

 Height : up to 3050mm
Width : 1250mm
Thickness : 12mm
Finishes : white smooth laminated
Magnetic panels 

Specifications

Pvc Laminated Whiteboard

Height : up to 3000mm
Width : 1200mm
Thickness : 13mm
Finishes : white smooth vinyl 
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Panels

To integrate under joint-covers or with 
edge-to-edge, the Mecanalu melaminated 
panels collection.

Melaminated Panels

We laminate panels directly our produc-
tion site with a large choice of decorative 
vinyl coatings on plasterboards or chipboard 
panels.

PVC Laminated Panels

Steel-Faced Panels

With fine joints or metal junctions, the steel-
faced panels can be coordinated with the 
aluminum profiles.

The magnetization of panels is also an added 
value to your project.

Descro(  ) Panels

Steel-Faced Panels

Height : up to 3000mm
Width : max to 1200mm
Thickness : 12mm
Finishes:  joint-covers or edge to edge
Pre-lacquered brand Mecanalu
Option: DB+

PVC Laminated Panels

Height : up to 3600mm
Width : 1200mm
Thickness : 13mm
Finishes : joint-covers
Brands : Mecanalu, Plastylon, Durafort, Muraspec
Option : DB+

Melaminated Panels

Height : up to 2800 or 3050mm
Width : 1020mm or 1200mm
Thickness : 12mm
Finishes : joints-covers or edge-to-edge
Brands : Unilin, Egger and Polyrey
Classifications : M3/M2/M1

Specifications
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blinds

To hide casually a workspace, we offer a huge 
range of blinds which integrate into the 

double glazed Evidence Partition with joint-
covers or edge to edge.

Descro(  ) blinds

Specification

Height : up to 3000mm (min 200mm)
Width : 1200mm (min 180mm)
Thickness : from 16 to 25mm
Finishes : wide range of colors 
Option : micro perforation
Manual control (adjustable)
Or electrical control (adjustable or retractable)
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Acoustics PerformAnces

solid PArtition with joint cover

Weighted Sound Insulation Certificates n°

With standard plasterboard

With acoustic plasterboard 2 sides

With acoustic plasterboard dB option

With standard plasterboard dB+ option

With Fermacell Board 12.5mm 2 sides

With standard plasterboard dB++ option

With standard plasterboard dB+++ option

With standard plasterboard dB++++ option

With 12mm melaminated wood panel

With 12mm melaminated wood panel dB+ option

With 12mm melaminated wood panel dB++ option

With 12mm melaminated wood panel dB+++ option

With 12mm melaminated wood panel dB++++ option

With Steel-faced panel

With Steel-faced panel dB+ option

With Steel-faced panel dB++ option

Ra = 40 dB     Rw = 43 dB

Ra = 43 dB     Rw = 46 dB

Ra = 43 dB     Rw = 47 dB

Ra = 46 dB     Rw = 51 dB

Ra = 47 dB     Rw = 50 dB

Ra = 47 dB     Rw = 52 dB

Ra = 48 dB     Rw = 53 dB

Ra = 51 dB     Rw = 54 dB

Ra = 39 dB     Rw = 41 dB

Ra = 42 dB     Rw = 45 dB

Ra = 45 dB     Rw = 47 dB

Ra = 47 dB     Rw = 49 dB

Ra = 50 dB     Rw = 52 dB

Ra = 43 dB     Rw = 47 dB

Ra = 47 dB     Rw = 50 dB

Ra = 51 dB     Rw = 54 dB

BEB2.E.6023-10

BEB2.E.6023-11

BEB2.E.6023-9

BEB2.E.6023-9

BEB2.E.6023-6

BEB2.E.6023-12

BEB2.E.6023-7

BEB2.E.6023-8

BEB2.H.6010-1

BEB2.H.6010-2

BEB2.H.6010-3

BEB2.H.6010-4

BEB2.H.6010-5

BEB2.H.6010-10

BEB2.H.6010-7

BEB2.H.6010-8

GlAzed PArtition with joint-cover

Double glass 6 mm +8mm

Double glass 6 mm +44.2

Double glass 6 mm +44.2 Silence

Double glass 44.2+44.2 Silence

Ra = 41 dB     Rw = 42 dB

Ra = 42 dB     Rw = 43 dB

Ra = 43 dB     Rw = 44 dB

Ra = 45 dB     Rw = 47 dB

BEB2.E.6023-1

BEB2.E.6023-3

BEB2.E.6023-2

BEB2.E.6023-4
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doors

Wooden doors

Weighted Sound Insulation Certificates n°

Wooden door, thck 40mm on solid partition with std plasterboard 2sides     Ra = 33dB     Rw = 34 dB                    BEB2.F.6059-3

steel doors

Doorset, C24 Doorway with 44.5mm steel door                                              Ra = 35dB     Rw = 37 dB                    BEB2.G.6057-5

Wooden Flush doors

Doorset, C24 Doorway with wooden flush door                          Ra = 32dB     Rw = 33dB                    BEB2.G.6057-1
73 mm thck

Glazed Flush doors

Doorset, C24 Doorway with glazed flush door                           Ra = 33dB     Rw = 35dB                    BEB2.G.6057-2 
73mm thck, 6 + 8mm tempered glass

Doorset, C24 Doorway with glazed flush door                           Ra = 37dB     Rw = 38dB                    BEB2.G.6057-3
73mm thck, 6 +44.2mm glass 

Doorset, C24 Doorway with glazed flush door                           Ra = 40dB    Rw = 41dB                    BEB2.G.6057-4
73mm thck, compack panels and heavy mass

Framed aluminium Glass Flush doors

Doorset, C24 Doorway with glazed flush door,                           Ra = 36dB    Rw = 37dB                    BEB2.H.6046-1 
73mm thck, 6 + 8mm tempered glass

Doorset, C24 Doorway with glazed flush door                          Ra = 37dB    Rw = 38dB                   BEB.H.6046-2 
73mm thck, 33.2 +44.2mm glass

Doorset, C24 Doorway with glazed flush door      Ra = 35dB    Rw = 37dB                   BEB.H.6046-3
73mm thck, melaminated wooden panel 8mm thck

Doorset, C24 Doorway with glazed flush door      Ra = 38dB    Rw = 39dB                                       BEB.H.6046-4 
73mm thck, melaminated wooden panel 8mm thck + heavy mass

edGe to edGe solid PArtition

edGe to edGe GlAzed PArtition

With 12mm melaminated wood panel 2 sides

With 12mm melaminated wood panel dB+ option 2 sides

With 12mm melaminated wood panel dB++ option 2 sides

With 12mm melaminated wood panel dB+++ option 2 sides

With 12mm melaminated wood panel dB++++ option 2 sides

With Steel-faced panel

With Steel-faced panel dB+ option

With Steel-faced panel

With Steel-faced panel dB+ option

With Steel-faced panel dB++ option

With Steel-faced panel

Weighted Sound Insulation Certificates n°

Ra = 38 dB     Rw = 41 dB

Ra = 42 dB     Rw = 44 dB

Ra = 45 dB     Rw = 49 dB

Ra = 46 dB     Rw = 50 dB

Ra = 48 dB     Rw = 51 dB

Ra = 44 dB     Rw = 47 dB

Ra = 46 dB     Rw = 50 dB

Ra = 49 dB     Rw = 51 dB

Ra = 51 dB     Rw = 53 dB

Ra = 52 dB     Rw = 54 dB

Ra = 48 dB     Rw = 51 dB

BEB2.F.6012-1

BEB2.F.6012-2

BEB2.F.6012-3

BEB2.F.6012-4

BEB2.F.6012-5

BEB2.J.6073-8

BEB2.J.6073-7

BEB2.J.6073-4

BEB2.J.6073-3

BEB2.J.6073-1

BEB2.J.6073-2

Double glass 10mm +12mm

Double glass 10mm + 66.2Silence

Double glass 12mm + 66.2Silence

Double glass 66.2 Silence 2 sides

Ra = 42 dB     Rw = 43 dB

Ra = 44 dB     Rw = 45 dB

Ra = 45 dB     Rw = 46 dB

Ra = 48dB     Rw = 49 dB

BEB2.F.6012-7

BEB2.F.6012-8

BEB2.F.6012-10

BEB2.F.6012-9
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We Are Committed to...

The Evidence Partition holds the CERFF Certificate / Dismountable parti-
tions, which is a French renown certificate of quality.

This certificate, created by the partition professional members, validates 
the products performances according to the followings criterias : 

Endurance 
of the doorway

Partition 
disassembly

Stability to 
the horizontal push

Acoustic 
weakening

As an active member of the professional partitions union, we ac-
tively contribute to ongoing technical and regulatory evolutions 
of the profession.

ensure the quAlity of your PArtitions resPect the environnement

Shock 
resistance

We are committed since a couple of years to take care of environment 
issues, particularly to sustainable development.

Since 2010, we have established a carbon balance and have set up a 
strategy plan:

- Our partitions are 100% aluminum, which is a recyclable material 
and the wood we use is certified PEFC.

- Our products are certified by the COV A+ certificate.
 
- We can provide Environmental & Health Declaration Sheets 
(called FDES)

- We promote awareness to our employees about eco-friendly good 
practices and organize “Green Fridays” with the garbage collection 
across our factory.
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Parc Economique Lavoisier
Impasse des Jalots

F-91410 DOURDAN

Tél : +33 (0)1 60 81 11 00
Fax : +33 (0)1 60 81 11 01
contact@mecanalu.com

www.mecanalu.com
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